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in the beginning, i thought the only aspect of the movie that was true to life would be the way it depicted charles as a man of mystery. but after watching the film,
it seems like the whole film is true to life, with a capital t. charles had to adopt a certain persona to stay alive. a persona that is evident from the time he does his
first job as a waiter. he flaunts his casual air of the streets, the way he carries himself, his charm in the way he speaks and the fact that he can walk into a
restaurant and order without the waiters even asking. all this lets us know that charlie is not so ordinary after all. the other thing that strikes you about charles is
his hair. it always looks like its being blown by the wind, and this is more than apparent on his posters. this aspect of him is the one that makes us want to stand
up and take notice of him. randeep hoodas screen presence and his on-screen chemistry with raveena tandon is the only redeeming feature of the film. randeep
hooda is a lot more charismatic than his charles, and he does such a good job of portraying him that even when he doesnt have much to do, the viewer still wants
to see more of him. this is probably because he doesnt follow the usual cliches that come with an underdog character. he doesnt have to. all he has to do is look
good and deliver a good performance, and he does. he is mesmerising and undeniably watchable. but theres no denying that charless charisma is what has a lot
to do with his brand of movie-making. the rest is just window dressing. the case file is very similar to the story. charles gets so lucky by being able to get out of
such a situation so easily. he holds all the cards and seems to know when and how to play them. the characters are almost like chess pieces and charles is the
player.
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the story is simple: charles sobhraj, a.k.a. the indian charlie, is a bad, bad guy. he is a british-born indian drug lord who controls the smuggling of heroin and
cocaine across the border. he is also a spy. for those reasons, he is not allowed to travel in and out of england without a passport. so he makes up an alias,

charles jawahar, and sneaks out of the country. when the police stops him in brighton, england, he convinces them that he is jawahar. this makes him a free man,
and he begins to leave his mark in the city. he takes up residence in a mansion, hires the best decorators, and romances a beautiful actress. but soon his life is
shattered when two scotland yard detectives arrive in the house. one of them, inspector mcconville, is a brother to the girl he fell in love with. when mcconville

learns that sobhraj is an indian national, he goes to the indian embassy for help. the ambassador, a certain major sheshresen, is an old friend of charles and
insists that the indian government should extradite him back to india. sobhraj gets his passport, but is arrested when he is about to board his plane. he is taken to

india and put on trial. the judge reads the verdict in his favour, but the british government refuses to honor the verdict. he is sent back to england, where he
meets his other nemesis in the form of inspector mcconville, who is hunting him down. charles gets into an altercation with mcconville, and the fight ends up

costing mcconville his life. then charles meets a young american woman, katy dean, who is studying him and his past. he begins courting her. the script tells you
some of this story, but then it becomes a rehashing of what you have seen in a story. charles is a cool and charming criminal and katy a naïve american. the script

revels in the sexual chemistry and the romance. but when the movie shifts focus to charles' mother, it suddenly becomes a melodramatic tale of india and the
indian caste system. this is an important part of the story of the character, but it takes up a lot of screen time, which lets down the rest of the movie. 5ec8ef588b
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